General Vasco Gonçalves  
The Premiere of Portugal

The working class and the progressive elements of laboring masses of Turkey attentively follow the happenings in your country, wholeheartedly support the struggle and successes of fraternal Portuguese working class and its followers for independence, democracy and socialism.

As a task of international unity and solidarity of working class we wish to express our protests and condemnations against counter-revolutionary movements of overthrown Portuguese monopolist oligarchy, Catholic clergy, big landowners, the conservative parts of petit-bourgeoisie, Maoist provocateurs, all supported by imperialist forces.

Our Party wish you and Portuguese working class and its vanguard Party, PCP, and its followers great success and new victories against all the reactionary forces as well as the Blanquist nationalists on the road of socialism and proletarian internationalism.

With the most sincere fraternal greetings of the Turkish proletariat and toiling masses.
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